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Grounding Meditation
Uluru-Take a deep breath and visualize that you’re standing on Uluru, the great sacred red rock in
Central Australia. Visualize that your body absorbs the high quality life force that runs through the Clay
Red color of Uluru rock to clear and cleanse your 5 Body System.
Hara Line- Now activate your Hara Line, the Pillar of Light that goes from the bottoms of your feet to
the Core of Mother Earth. Call Divine Mother and the Cosmic Goddesses to wrap their light around you,
as you send your roots down all the way to the center of the Earth into the Core Crystal. Divine Mother,
Goddess Victory, Great Silent Watcher, Guardian of the Divine Plan, Mother of the Universe and Mother
of the Cosmos all wrapping their Light around you and sending their roots down to the Core Crystal
around yours holding you tight to the Core Crystal.
Tree Trunk- Visualize a tree trunk forming around you and sending its roots down around your roots
around the Core Crystal holding you tightly grounded to Mother Earth. This grounding exercise is very
important. It allows you to take full advantage of the meditation that will follow, as well as performing
the great service of you as the catalyst connecting to Mother Earth and connecting to the Higher Realms pulling the Energies of the Higher Realms to Mother Earth and from Mother Earth up to the Higher
Realms. This is a great service and it also enhances the effects of the meditation to follow.
The bark of the tree is an Emerald Green color to pour the Energies of Abundance & Healing to you while
you are inside it. The tree stretches all the way up the realms and spreads its branches and leaves into the
Pool of Creation at the highest heavens.
Core Crystal- Now focus on the Core Crystal at the center of Earth and see Amber colored Light -which
is the Life Force Energy of Earth- and Goddess Gaia the Deity of Mother Earth. Pull the Amber colored
Light up through the root system, to the bottoms of your feet into your body, filling your Chakras, filling
our 5 Body System & Light Body with the Life Force Energy of Mother Earth. We continue sending it
up through your Crown at top of your head, all the way up through the tree trunk to the Pool of Creation
where it spreads out, filling the Pool of Creation with the Energies of Mother Earth.
Pool of Creation- From the Pool of Creation see Great Silent Watcher pouring Gold, as well as her
Turquoise Blue color into the Pool of Creation. Cosmic Mother is pouring her Vibrant Amber colored
Light into the Pool of Creation. Divine Mother is pouring the Golden Brown Light into the Pool of
Creation. Goddess Victory is pouring her Champagne colored Light mixed with Gold into the Pool of
Creation. Cosmic Guardian of Compassion pouring her Peachy Cream colored Light, Cosmic Guardian
of Divine Plan pours Warm Orange mixed with Gold and Mother of the Universe sends her Vibrant Pink
mixed with Gold.
All these healing Lights go down the tree trunk and reach your body entering from your Crown Chakra,
down your body, into your feet and further down to the Core Crystal filling the Core Crystal of Mother
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earth. Now, mixing the Energies of Heaven and Earth together as you go a second round with these mixed
Lights - up once again to the Pool of Creation. Then rejuvenated and regenerated by these great Beings
and sent down again through the tree trunk to the Core Crystal. You can almost feel Mother Earth sighing
with great relief and being raised in her vibration from these Energies that you, as the catalyst, bring to
Mother Earth through this connection that you’re holding with the Higher Realms. Now for the third time
send the energy up through your body. As it fills your Being, send your consciousness with it up to the
Pool of Creation. See all the Great Beings standing around the Pool.
Now step out and greet your Angels and put on your Ceremonial Robes and take your Scepter of Power.
Turn to see Divine Mother sitting on her Throne with Lord Shiva and Goddess Shakti sitting on their
Thrones on either side. Behind Mother is Great Silent Watcher towering over all with her Scepter of
Power pouring down her Turquoise Blue Light. As you approach, Divine Mother stands and welcomes
you into her bosom engulfing you in her Golden Brown Light.
Take a moment, say your wishes to Divine Mother and express your gratitude and love.
At Divine Mother’s Throne- Now step out in front of Divine Mother and imagine that Great Silent
Watcher is standing behind Divine Mother. She raises her Scepter of Power and pours over her Turquoise
Blue Light to illuminates the Chakra just above the crown of your head and just below the bottoms of our
feet where there is a Six Pointed Star that begins to spin. She pours the Turquoise Blue Light through
your body, through all the Chakras, putting a cocoon around each of the 5 layers which make your 5 Body
System. Finally one last layer, the Light Body is now filled with Turquoise Blue Light.
Topaz Blue Cosmic Guardian of Protection- Now see the great Being who’s in the same Lineage as
Great Silent Watcher, the Topaz Blue Cosmic Guardian of Protection who pours her Sky Blue colored
Lights of Protection down upon you and they illuminate each one of the layers as well. Now see Goddess
Gaia pour an orange Light to create a seventh cocoon around the Light body and Beloved Goddess
Victory pours a Platinum Light over all of the cocoons and an eighth cocoon is formed filled with the
Platinum Light of Victory. Take a moment, feel these Energies, feel the effects of these Energies upon
you. Imagine each of the 8 cocoons around you and feel healing lights surrounding you.
Goddess Gaia, the Deity of Mother Earth- Send intentions and invite Goddess Gaia to participate and
to bring her abundance to you and your loved ones and to our group so that we are a greater force to do
good together. We come together to be in service to Mother Earth and Goddess Gaia who is the Deity
representing Mother Earth.
Nasrin begins (15:00)
Hello everyone and welcome to our first Gateway Portal Channeling. Is a very interesting year – a blank
canvas. We work with numerology; add the numbers of this year, 2+0+1+7=10. Ten is a master number.
You can expect to walk the path of Mastery in this year. It also means a one and one is a new beginning
and unity. In spite of what you see around us in the world, the warring factions, anger. The Polarity
between people of every opinion, religion, culture, etc.
In spite of all these difficulties, this is a year for unity, a year to plant the seeds for becoming united.
Good to remember.
New Beginnings, Unity, Mastery
Divine Mother told us, the deities for this year are the Topaz Blue Goddess of Protection and Great Silent
Watcher. In 2017 we have this duo. Victory will come back in 2018.
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It is important to be watchful of what you think and what you say. Think of this as a year of planting
seeds, knowing that the impact of what you think and do will affect this year and years after, continuing
to the next decade. 2020 is another master number. When master numbers are repeated, they add to their
power exponentially. At 2017, we begin a 3 year plan to reach to 2020.
Great Silent Watcher and Topaz Blue Guardian of Protection have offered you their services through the
grace of Divine Mother. What we do with their help has great impact. Pray for yourself, loved ones,
humankind, plans and projects, future health, abundance and all other issues, please call upon Divine
Mother together with the Topaz Blue Guardian and Great Silent Watcher.
Think of them as a triangle of Light6 forming around you and guiding your thoughts and actions every
day of this year. Let’s offer a prayer of gratitude to all three for being our companions this year of
opportunities.
Also remember Cosmic Guardian of Divine Plan can bring you the highest and best of Divine Plans.
Calling upon her presence gives you a great advantage.
Take a deep breath and offer Joy and Gratitude together for being able to be of service.
Divine Mother begins (23:00)
I would like to follow up and build on last month’s Gateway by inviting you inside the dome into the
bosom of Cosmic Guardian of Divine Plan.
Imagine that we erect a dome over your homes. Imagine the Dome at the center point of your house.
Inside the Dome of Turquoise Blue Light of Great Silent Watcher. You are absorbed into the Life Force
energy of the Topaz Blue Cosmic Guardian of Protection. You are protected in her bosom. Call all your
loved ones to be inside the Dome. Place the Dome at the center of your home. Every time you set
intentions, imagine yourself inside such a Dome; imagine your house and your loved ones, everyone who
lives and visits your house inside the Dome. Imagine your intentions magnified twice; once by your
personal Dome and once by the Dome in the center of your house. To magnify it even further, you can
imagine another Dome in each bedroom over the beds of all family members and guests. Everyone sleeps
in their beds in the bosom of the Topaz Blue inside the dome of Great Silent Watcher and Goddess and
Cosmic Guardian of Divine Plan.
Take a moment and imagine this image. Think of each individual member of the family and connect the
dome over their beds to the central dome in the center of the house. Set intentions that the connection is
made for the entire year. Every member of the family is inside their domes connected to the central dome
serving their highest and best purpose in the world and their highest mission for their souls.
Pause and Imagine. (27:00 to 29:00)
You can see these domes in the homes of family and friends and over day care centers, nurseries,
elementary schools, high schools, and university campuses everywhere around the globe. At a time when
your souls are confused about the future and swayed by energies and entities who guide them to do
wrong, these domes are your best respite. These domes can be erected over every building and every
place of business, social gathering, every night club, YNMCA, every gym and athletic establishment,
stadiums, arenas and such.
Raising the vibration of young people, specifically and all people generally, is one way you can reach
multitudes and masses and gain great merits for providing this service.
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With one thought you can erect those domes on all places, serving and protecting multitudes and masses
from harm. This is how you can serve the purpose for this year; uniting humanity! Start from a blank
canvas and beginning a new beginning healing the earth as you sit inside your own dome, inside the
bosom of Topaz Blue Goddess and Great Silent Watcher; imagine wrapping your arms around a large ball
that represents a miniature aspect of the earth with beautiful blue colors, representing the waters of earth.
It is big enough for your the arms to reach across and your fingers to touch at the other end of the ball in
your bosom.
The miniature earth represents its Five Elements, its Body, Five Body System, Light Body and
consciousness of all souls who reside and depend on earth for their lives. Imagine all of these souls
protected. Now imagine everyone in their personal dome in every house holding the miniature aspect of
earth in their bosom, loving the earth and calling for earth’s protection, its unity and a new beginning of
Love and Light, Harmony, Kindness, Abundance, Joy, Gratitude, Health, Wholeness and Pure Life, Pure
Unadulterated Life of Pure, Innocent and sublime Nature.
Imagine Earth absorbing beautiful rainbow colored lights that bring it Purity and Unity; all the Qualities
that Earth and all souls need. Imagine freedom from all pain and struggle. Call upon all the deities you
know and love, the Cosmic Guardians (the 12, the 9, the 6, the 4, the 3). Call upon Shiva and Shakti with
their Primordial Light and Life Force. Ultimately, call upon Divine Mother, the source of Life and
Nurturance of a true Mother. Ask each of these deities to pour their Life Force, their Sustenance upon you
seated in the dome and upon the globe of earth. Imagine all the people in their own personal domes
connected to their home. See the energy pulsing in the dome, in and out from each dome to the center,
magnified and spread out to the Earth, it is further magnified by the deities. See it spread to air,
permeating through each house and moving outward blessing the Five Elements, every place, every
person, everything, spreading outward creating Joy, Purity, new beginning.
Do this meditation daily (if possible). This of the image of the central dome in the center of your house
connected to every room in the house with every individual in their rooms. You can add new intentions;
create new ideas, thoughts and plans. Bring new people in. Add other people and their homes, offices and
office spaces can be included by erecting a dome in their centers.
Be creative and add new ways to bring people under the protection of the Topaz Blue Cosmic Guardian of
Protection and Great Silent Watcher. You can help this year become successful in uniting humanity and
all species of creatures.
I hold you in my own heart. I ask you to do this exercise daily. The more places, the more people, the
more things you include, the more impactful this energy becomes. The more you do, it the more merits
you gain for serving. The Universe will give you brownie points to collect for this service. Everyone you
serve will owe you a service in return and a debt of gratitude to you. Imagine how much gratitude and
prayers are pooled and collected for you when you i9nclude many people. It is a great gift that Topaz
Blue Goddess and Great Silent Watcher offer us under the Guidance of Cosmic Guardian of Divine Plan,
through the Cosmic Aspect of Divine Mother of whom I am a drop.
Take advantage of this great gift and spread the energy to reach out to as many people, places and things
you can think of. I hold you in my own heart. May this be the easiest and the most productive year yet and
a platform for every one of you to dive into higher more lofty positions in serving your soul and your
soul’s Divine Purpose. That is my prayer for you as we embark upon this year.
I hold you in my own heart. I am your very own Divine Mother.
So it is.
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